Marker making checklist

Order # ___________ Style sizes _______ Marker # _______________

☐ All corners of the patterns are marked in and they are accurate, not rounded.

☐ The pieces are laid economically but are still easy to cut.

☐ The pieces are labelled correctly.

☐ The pieces are placed on the correct grain.

☐ A pattern count is done to double-check the number of pattern pieces.

☐ Straight lines are butted against each other where possible.

☐ Curves have enough space around them to avoid under-cutting.

☐ All lines are made complete and clear. Any mistakes are erased.

☐ All nicks are checked for the required depth and crossed (look like T’s).

☐ All drill holes are present, made clear by dotting and circling.

☐ Any splices required are indicated.

☐ The marker length is measured and recorded against the estimated fabric usage.

☐ Copies have been made (if necessary).